
UAA University Technology Council 

Minutes 

April 23, 2021 

8:30 am – 10:30 am 

Teams Meeting 

 

Attendance: 

Present: Benjamin Shier, IT Services; Andrea Miller, IT Services; Katelyn Leary, IT Services; Veronica 

Howard, Faculty Senate/ACDLITe; Paul Wasko, AI&e; John Lutterman, College of Arts and 

Sciences; Alpana Desai, College of Business and Public Policy; Kim Riggs, College of 

Engineering; Mike Robinson, Consortium Library; Al Grant, Community & Technical College; 

Ian Bushell, Kodiak College; Amos Secoy, Mat-Su College; Anne Lazenby, Student Affairs; 

Rob Lewis, Kenai Peninsula College; Ryan Rivers, USUAA 

Guests:  

Excused: Brad Myrstol, College of Health; Don Bickley, Prince William Sound College; 

Absent:  

 

1) Meeting called to order at 8:33 am 

2) Review and approval of agenda 

a. Agenda approved 

3) Review and approval of March meeting minutes 

a. Meeting minutes approved 

4) Discussion items 

a. General Updates – Benjamin Shier 

i. Post-COVID Workplace Project update 

1. Group continues to meet weekly. Key activities include broader 

community survey which was distributed for review this week and 

review of current policy to determine if any changes are needed.  

2. There has also seen communication from President Pitney that the 

position on remote work is really a campus position. UAF is starting to 

move towards more of a return-to-work posture with a procedure to 

request either remote work or hybrid. UAA is still remote with an 

intention to return to more of an in-person posture this fall. 

ii. Kaltura 



1. Feedback from UTC was shared with the system wide team that is 

working on a Kaltura replacement. The team plans to take the next year 

to assess replacement of Kaltura. They are in the planning stages on 

how to go about replacement and ensuring stakeholder input. 

iii. Canvas 

1. UAF has signed an agreement with Canvas to cover their entire campus 

with a Canvas license. They are committed through the end of the 

Blackboard agreement. Their team is actively encouraging UAF faculty 

to use Canvas and are shifting towards Canvas being their primary in the 

fall. 

2. What is the roll of the SW CITO as it relates to free-for-all in the LMS 

environment for each campus? The CITO’s response is they are 

committed to Blackboard as the primary LMS but will be supporting 

Canvas.  

3. With Fairbanks making the decision to go with their own LMS, how does 

that impact the other campuses and what decision will those campuses 

make? That’s the question right now. While OIT at SW has an opinion, 

this was UAFs decision to move to Canvas. 

4. We’re looking at a tightening budget situation and Canvas adds 

complexity to that. The increased cost for Canvas is not just the 

licensing, but also the additional support costs to not only UAF but to 

the whole system with now supporting two LMS. The entire cost has not 

been calculated or considered. 

5. The decision for Canvas was made at a senior level. Is this suggesting 

that there were people at UAF against Canvas and the senior level made 

the decision anyway? No, we are unaware of the nuances of the 

decision making. Canvas did have strong support, especially from 

eCampus at UAF. The thought is that Canvas is a superior product and is 

in line with K-12 usage. They believe it will help them grow their 

programs and reach students. 

6. Additional information and rationale for the decision to adopt Canvas 

available at the Canvas Pilot website. 

7. How does this impact UAA students, who may be taking UAF classes? 

How does this impact IT if students taking classes at UAF call in to UAA 

IT for assistance? 

8. Would the CIO see value in having a motion from UTC regarding 

Canvas? Ben has raised those concerns with key leadership, but 

ultimately, will support whatever the academic teams say they need. 

Ben does not necessarily want someone from the technology side to tell 

academics leaders what they need. He’s not sure a motion from this 

https://sites.google.com/alaska.edu/canvas-pilot/home


committee at this time will have much value. Especially with the 

eLearning Council and ACDLITe’s published positions. 

9. What is UA SWs position separate from UAF’s position? One rep from 

SW has stated he doesn’t believe the system can support two LMS. 

While there has been concerns about moving to a second LMS, there is 

ultimately a desire to allow flexibility for each MAU.  

iv. Butrovich Data Center Outage May 15-16 and 22-23 

1. The Butrovich is the SW building in Fairbanks that houses the SW Data 

Center for the UA system. Some communication has come out from UA 

OIT concerning the outage. As SW works on installing their new 

generator and getting backup capability, many services housed at the 

BDC will be impacted during the outage weekend. 

2. UAA IT will be adjusting the message this week and next to focus on the 

services that will be impacted.  

3. Many services such as Banner, Bookstore, and UA Online will not be 

available. Email and Blackboard will not be impacted. Review the 

communication notice from UAA IT for details and consider how this 

may impact you and your students during the outage weekend. 

b. Discussion on opportunities for USUAA to support student technology 

i. USUAA is looking for opportunities to support students with technology needs 

on campus with some funding they have. Ben provided several ideas to USUAA 

and brought the discussion back to the committee for other ideas. Committee 

brought up ideas around faculty develop to support remote learning, shoring up 

managed print or labs, etc. What sort of opportunities should be explored in the 

technology needs area? 

ii. Part of what was talked about withing USUAA is there are some areas on 

campus that are not as strong in internet connectivity. Could funding be used to 

strengthen internet connectivity in these areas? This was one of the main 

complaints discussed by USUAA around updating technology. USUAA is 

developing a resolution to fund $10k using USUAA funds for computer 

equipment for USUAA body use and student use within the Student Union. This 

resolution is being reviewed and voted on by USUAA today. 

iii. On the topic of Wi-Fi, UAA IT is in the process of deploying a new Wi-Fi solution 

which will improve coverage somewhat. It replaces existing wireless access 

points around campus. If USUAA has any insight on where coverage is lacking, IT 

would love to have those conversations to address those challenge areas. 

c. Discussion on FY22 Budget Priorities – identifying critical services and recommendations 

for next fiscal year 

i. This is a new process for the committee. The goal is for the committee to have a 

much earlier look at the budget for next year and make recommendations for 



next year’s committee. This year has been unique with all the impacts around 

COVID and financial challenges.  

ii. The situation is not quite as dire but is still significant.  

1. What budget is telling us to plan for is a decline of 5% of enrollment as a 

worst-case scenario. This is good news compared to the 10% or 15% we 

were originally looking at.  

2. As a result of the Consolidated Student Fee, the STF is receiving a few 

cents more than we had previously per credit. This has given the STF a 

little bump compared to projections. 

3. As we get close to the end of the budget year, looking at the state of 

finances in IT, IT will be returning a small amount of STF funding to go 

into carryforward for next year. 

iii. We have looked at several options, including a percentage cut across the board. 

The CIO does not believe this is the appropriate route, but rather to identify 

what services we believe need to be maintained and those that need to be 

reduced or eliminated. As a committee we need to look at what services are key 

for the STF, what we need to prioritize, and what we need to lower or eliminate 

funding for. Ben will take that guidance this summer to address these identified 

priorities. 

iv. By focusing on priorities will help us get back to setting our priorities on what 

the STF is mean to serve. 

v. Anywhere there are cuts the areas that are cut will either decrease the service 

or search for funding elsewhere. 

vi. Is there a way to involve more students and get their feedback? Students should 

have a bigger say on what services are critical to them. 

1. Timing makes it challenging to get feedback now. Student Success 

Advisors (SSAs) may be able to provide insight as to what students find 

to be critical. 

2. Reach out to the Multicultural Center to get feedback related to 

populations who may have additional challenges in their academics. 

vii. Committee discussed priorities and documented in a FY22 Budget Priorities 

document. 

viii. We have an STF that was built over the years to focus on the needs at the times. 

If we were to start the STF now from scratch, we would have a conversation on 

how it would be built today and it would not look like the STF funding does 

today. The guidance from the committee is helpful for the CIO to take steps 

over the summer to get student feedback and look at what is core to be funded 

by the STF and what is core in a different way. The comments from the UTC are 

very helpful in how the STF moves into the future. 

5) New Business 

6) Adjourn – 10:26 am 

Future Meeting Dates: 

• No future meeting dates. Have a great summer! 


